Top 4 String Dominants with Root on Top: "SUS" Dom's with 9's

1. Knob
   (Very dark if bass is added in this chord)
   10
   9
   8
   7
   6
   5
   4
   3
   2
   1

Optional: Think of Fmaj Type

2. Key
   Dark
   10
   9
   8

Optional: Sustain these optional notes in above lines, that medley B; or in top line, that B flat B.

As for naming some of these chords, please hold off on the purchase of the latest device as my fingers are still developing on the board and I'm not sure where it's at.

Old friend reminded

or

6
(9)
Top 4 String Dominants with Root on Top
Suspended Dominants with b9’s
V7-I as learning device
Add chord names above each diagram

1. Key of E

Very dark if bass is added on this chord.

Option: think of F major type

As for naming some of these chords, please hold off on the purchase of that dart board with my picture on it. The sounds and seeing the on the [finger]board are where it’s at.

2. Key of Db

Option: sustain these optional notes.

continued: